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Super-Hydrophobic 18 Month Coating
Diamond Body is our breakthrough nanodiamond
coating that doesn't require professional training to
achieve amazing, hydrophobic results on your vehicle.
Prep the car then apply with ease. Diamond Body will
yield up to 18 months of hydrophobic protection.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

APPLICATION – ESTIMATED APPLICATION TIME: 30 min | 1 LAYER

BEFORE APPLYING - CLEANING AND DECONTAMINATION

Be sure to apply Diamond Body Prep or an Isopropyl Alcohol
degreaser to ensure there are no remnants of polishes or wax.

Shake well for 15 seconds.
Apply 8-10 drops on a
microfiber applicator.

Apply to 1 element of the car in
crosshatch fashion.
Wait 1 minute to allow the
product to bond to the surface.

Begin to polish the treated
surfaces with a clean
microfiber towel to level and
evenly spread the coating. Use
an additional light source to
control your work, taking care
to remove any excess residue
in the process.

Immediately after application
of Diamond Body the car is
ready for exploitation.

Wipe down with a damp microfiber towel to remove any residues
left from the cleaning product used. Allow the surface to dry
completely before application of Diamond Body.

PRECAUTIONS

Apply in temperatures between 10-30C,
50-90F.
Apply in a closed, well ventilated, indoor
area with air humidity not exceeding
70%.
Use fresh suede & microfiber towels for
application of additional layers (do not
use previously used towels).

APPLICATION TIPS

Hand polish/buff after application
(do not use machine tool).
Apply to headlights, rubber and metal trim
elements. If application in hot climate
(over 30 C/90F), lower flashing time, polish
the treated surfaces immediately.
Use an additional light source to control
your work when polishing treated
surfaces.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

- 2 Microfiber Towels

- Applicator

- Diamond Body Prep

- Protective Gloves


